Throughout the years we have been inspired by sounds created by our favorite
artists: the perfect breakup on an overdrive, a thick, punchy distortion, an
endlessly sustained reverb, a self-oscillating delay. Walrus Audio is a collective
of artists, musicians and engineers attempting to find the balance between art
and performance in sound manipulation. It is our goal to make guitar effects
that are as interesting to play, as they are to look at.
Starting with recreating as a base and innovation as our trajectory, our attempts
have been to highlight the functions that we would want to manipulate to
find the particular sounds that inspire us. Through many years of late night
breadboarding sessions, circuit problem-solving, and sonic tweaking, we have
come up with a range of guitar pedals as versatile as they are functional.

Walrus Audio
7801 N Robinson Ave, Suite D8
Oklahoma City, OK 73116

(405) 295-7847
walrusaudio.com
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handmade in the usa

[em-uh-ser-ee] Anatomy. Sending or coming out, as certain veins that pass through
the skull and connect the venous sinuses inside with the veins outside.
Built from the ground up, Walrus Audio has developed a new 2-in-1 boost
to help make leads stand out, slides sing, and finger picking really come to
life. Like the veins its named after, the Emissary Parallel Boost features two
independent boost circuits running in parallel to work together to help give
your tone a real “sinus clearing experience”. Use one or the other by itself, or mix
any combination of both by turning up each knob to the desired level.

From light-gain to thick, high-gain
distortion, we have you covered. Boost
your tone with the Voyager’s preamp, and
sling some Texas blues with the Warhorn.

Get dynamic with your pick attack on
the 385 and paint your tone with
face melting distortion on the Iron
Horse V2.

VO YA G E R
Preamp
Overdrive
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WA R HO R N
Overdrive w/
Tone Shaping

385
Dynamic
Overdrive

iron hor s e v2
Distortion
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DEEP SIX

True Bypass
Compressor

J U P I TE R V2
Multi Clip Fuzz

Get loud, gnarly & hairy fuzz to gated,
spatty, dying-battery fuzz with the super
versatile Jupiter V2 or get crazy with
some arcade nostalgia with Joysticks and
tremolo on the Janus.

Achieve studio-grade
compression in stomp box
form with the ability to blend
in your original dry signal.

J a nu s
Fuzz/Tremolo With
Joystick Control
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Monument
Harmonic Tap
Tempo Tremolo

Luminary v2

Quad Octave Generator
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Julia

Analog Chorus/Vibrato

Inspire new sounds by adding modulation to your board. Funk it up with four different
controllable octaves on the updated Luminary V2, dial in the lush vibes of the 80s with
the Julia or tell some stories with chewy, pulsing rhythms with harmonic tremolo from
the Monument.
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Fathom

multi-function reverb
Continuing the exploration of the deep that the Descent
started, journey into the immense reaches of the new
Fathom multi-function reverb. The Fathom brings a whole
new set of versatile features to the Walrus Audio lineup
of reverb effects. From tasteful room-like reverb to long,
shimmering angelic trails, players will find plenty of sounds
hidden in the depths of the Fathom.
• Four unique reverb algorithms (hall, plate, lo-fi, sonar)
• Three levels of modulation
• Dampen knob to suppress high frequencies
• X knob adjusts algorithm specific parameters (Pre-delay,
filter width and octave up/down mix)
• Full wet/dry mix
• Sustain switch momentarily increases the reverb time
to near infinite
• Trails and no trails mode

descent

reverb/octave machine

fathom

multi-function reverb

arp-87

multi-function delay

• Smart bypass switching
• Top mounted power and I/O jacks

Create textures as vast as the oceans below and skies above. From quick, tasteful room reverbs
& slap back to cinematic ambience wet enough to require a towel under your pedal board. You’ll
be creating sounds you didn’t know were even possible.
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PHOENIX
15 Output Clean
Power Supply

The Phoenix has 15 total outputs:
Four 9V, 300mA and Eight 9V, 100mA
Two outputs include a toggle switch option to run 9V or 12V
One output includes a toggle switch option for 9V or 18V
Aetos
8 Output Clean
Power Supply

The Aetos has 8 total outputs:
Output – 6 outputs – 9VDC (100mA)
2 outputs – 9VDC (300mA)
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TRANSIT

True Bypass Looper

Larger boards can equal a lot of tap dancing
during a set. Get organized with the Transit True
Bypass Looper and 2 - Channel Switcher. Now
hard to reach pedals can still be easily utilized.
The Transit can also be used to create a signal
loop to any number of pedals at once.

2 - CHANNEL
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Remote Control Switch
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WINDOW STICKER
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BOT TLE OPENER KEY CHAIN

PICK HOLDER KEY CHAIN

ENAMEL LAPEL PINS

CERAMIC CAMPER MUG
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avail able in sizes s - xxl

ARP-87 TEE

385 OVERDRIVE TEE

80S TANK TOP

VOYAGER TEE

logo TEE
pedal sketch hoodie

black PATCH HAT

AVAILABLE IN BLACK & RED

RAGLAN TEE
TRUCKER HAT

scoop tee

TRUCKER HATS

AVAILABLE
Black/White Trucker
HatIN
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• BLACK

iron horse tee

• NAVY

• WHITE & BLACK
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